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series while Eamon White honors Jackie Robin-
son and George Floyd in a pair of graphic posters. 

A couple of pieces in the show left this reviewer 
scratching his head vis-à-vis their connection to 
sports. Amanda Lilleston’s stunning fabric pieces 
appear to evoke the movement of water and are 
very different in feeling from the floral pieces in 
her current show at the Zillman Art Museum. 

Other artists in the show include Lucinda 
Bliss, Joel Babb, Paul Brown, Torsten Brikema, 
Jim Mullen, and John Laurent (1921–2005). The 
last-named, a longtime UNH professor of art who 
mentored generations of New England artists, 
expresses his love of hockey through spirited 
images of an umpire and a Nordique player. 

LaFountain, guest curator at Phillips Exeter 
Academy’s Lamont Gallery, and Keyes, editorial 
director at Colby College, should consider team-
ing up again. In the Moment is a marvel.

— Carl Little

in these encaustics matches the action. 
Tom Paiement’s paintings of wrestlers num-

ber among the most aggressive in the show. In a 
manner that recalls some of Egon Schiele figures, 
the contorted bodies evoke pure fury. 

Describing his carving process in the fall 2023 
Maine Arts Journal, Duncan Hewitt lists the many 
tools he uses to create his sculptures, with 90% 
of wood removal done with power tools but 90% 
of the time spent using hand tools. Among the 
results is a group of painted shoelace-less hockey 
skates, each one with its own personality.

Tom Hall’s four mixed-media pieces from 
his “American Hero” series feature adjectives—
thug, bum, cheat, diva, punk, etc.—sometimes 
attributed to athletes. The words emerge from 
built-up surfaces like Magic 8-ball predictions. 

Robert Shetterly pays homage to sportswriter 
David Zirin and boxer Mohammad Ali in formal 
portraits from his “Americans Who Tell the Truth” 
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“T his is not a sporting art show,” cura-
tors Wes LaFountain and Bob Keyes 
explain, “as much as an exhibition 

of images and objects that are related, literally or 
loosely, to the sporting world in ways both repre-
sentational and abstract.” The twenty-four artists 
employ a range of mediums and styles to portray 
a variety of sports, including boxing, hockey, 
mountain climbing, fly fishing, and soccer.  

America’s “national pastime” gets the most 
airplay. Devoted Red Sox fan Séan Alonzo Harris 
offers photographs from a series devoted to 
Maine’s vintage baseball league, whose players 
wear old-style uniforms and use antique equip-
ment. Plate #230 shows a perfectly timed shot of 
a swing and a miss.

Another Red Sox fan, painter Tom Glover, 
contributes several paintings of Fenway Park. 
If you didn’t know its title, the oil, pastel, and 
charcoal Sky Boxes with Pesky Pole could pass for 
a Hans Hofmann abstraction. By contrast, Jessica 
Gandolf ’s five small oil-on-panel portraits of 
famous ballplayers from yesteryear—Yogi Berra, 
Roy Campanella, et al.—are crisp and clear. 
Elsewhere, John Whalley meticulously renders 
scuffed hardballs from another era. 

Fly fishing appealed to several artists in the 
show, including Charles DuBack (1926–2015). 
His screenprint Pisces and the D Loop portrays  
a bearded fisherman in shades, hat, and vest in 
the act of casting, the yellow line encircling him 
like a lasso. It’s a delight.

Jessica Lee Ives covers a range of outdoor ac-
tivities in her oils, including fly fishing, mountain 
climbing, canoeing, and swimming. Her approach 
runs from unalloyed realism to near pointillism. 

Known for her landscapes, Evelyn Dunphy 
surprises with a portrait of a female boxer (Flower 
Power) and a couple of mountaineers climbing 
an icy crevasse (Ascent). Another formidable 
watercolorist, Marsha Donahue, captures rafters 
navigating rapids in Shooting the Falls.

Dunphy, Ben Whalley, and Alan Bray pay  
tribute to fly tyers by way of renderings of their 
colorful creations. Bray’s casein Ralph Zimmer-
man’s Blue Winged Olive and Chocolate Caddis 
captures these spiky-haired flies that attract trout.  

Kathleen Mack covers soccer in her four 
paintings. In Triptych: Free Kick, players line up 
to block the shot, their hands crossed over their 
groins, while in Triptych: Bicycle Kick a player 
somersaults through the air. The paint handling 

Clockwise from top: Duncan Hewitt, 12 Skates (detail), 
2009-2023, carved and painted wood with wood/metal 
fabrication and tape, 50 x 60 x 72". Kathleen Mack, Trip-
tych: Bicycle Kick, encaustic on board, 10 x 10". Charles 
DuBack (1926-2015), Pisces and the D Loop, 1997, 
screenprint, 28¼ x 22". All images courtesy of the artists.I n nine new paintings from 2022–2023,  

the L.A.-born, Brooklyn-based artist Henri 
Paul Broyard continues his explorations 

of interiors. Using chiefly acrylic, with flashe, 
graphite, and spray paint additions, Broyard  
invites us into slightly skewed rooms that  
feature a singular mix of décor. 

The space in BU looks like a living room— 
a sofa, a fireplace, a low table with books 
stacked on it. In place of the traditional painting 
over the mantelpiece Broyard provides a bold 
orange crisscross pattern that might have been 
spray-painted by a graffitist. The fireplace is a 
black square with what appears to be smoke 
drifting upward. The striped sofa adds a dash of 
domestic flair to the ensemble. 

Who lives here? What era have we entered? 
These are some of the questions prompted by 
each painting. In TPX, a black-and-white Op Art-esque striped shape, 
maybe a pillow or a chair seat, stands out from its rather drab surround-
ings. Its startling presence recalls those patches of ornate cloth found in 
Old Master paintings that sometimes seem collaged on. 
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That optical element recurs in miniature in 
AON by way of a pinwheel set on a yellow table. 
The wallpaper consists of a checkerboard design 
that partially obscures flesh-like drapery. The 
top of what looks like a wide-mouthed metal 
bin near the middle of the canvas extends the 
enigma of this space. 

The show’s title is well chosen. The first defi-
nition of “piebald” as provided in the exhibition 
catalogue is “composed of incongruous parts.”  
In addition to the choice of elements, that incon-
gruity pertains to Broyard’s mix of textures and 
styles. In FTZ, there’s color field, geometric and 
organic abstraction, and, once again, a bit of Op 
Art and graffiti—a beguiling patchwork. 

With its two arms and various attachments, 
the odd lamp-like apparatus on the table in  
FTZ recalls some of Francis Picabia’s surreal 

contraptions. The painting underscores Broyard’s ability to create objects 
and spaces that might appear in a fever dream. As critic Jenna Crowder 
put it in a 2018 review, “The absence of clear answers in these paintings is 
exactly what keeps us looking.” — Carl Little

FTZ, 2023, acrylic on canvas, 36 by 36".  
Courtesy of the artist.

“M y work explores the concepts 
of time, breakdown, reordering 
and renewal in the environ-

ment,” writes John Woolsey in the catalogue 
for his solo show at the Zillman. The artist, 
who travels between Philadelphia and the 
Maine coast, offers nearly seventy pieces in 
oil, watercolor, acrylic, gouache, and wood-
cut—sometimes in layered and/or collaged 
combinations—that continue his dialogue 
with elements of the natural world, be it a 
forest floor, an estuary or a coral reef. 

Woolsey traces this work, dating from 2018 
to 2023, to drawings he made of ancient trees in 
temple gardens in Japan in 2010, in particular 
“root-scapes” formed by roots winding through moss. He transformed 
these and other sketches into sometimes dense compositions that might 
be called lyric abstractions, albeit with suggestions of the original subjects: 
leaves, plants, clouds, islands. 

The complexity of pieces like the watercolors on woodcut Forest Floor 
#1 and Tondo #17 (Tide Pool #2) bring to mind the work of Alan Gussow 
and Emily Brown who found inspiration in similar subjects (including 
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compost piles). Six vertical collages, a couple of 
them with jagged edges, underscore Woolsey’s 
sumptuous designs, edging into the decorative 
in the case of Spring Garden and Ripples. 

Moving beyond the formal rectangle of 
earlier landscapes Woolsey explores a variety 
of engaging shapes, including fans, tondos, 
saw blades, a wave, and one he calls a “lazy S.” 
Arranged in groups on the museum walls, they 
form striking configurations.  

Among the most recent work in the show 
is Reef, a stunning large (48 by 72 inches) oil. 
All manner of coral—brain, fan, finger—form a 
glowing underwater tapestry, unreal in its vivid 
coloration. Another 2023 oil, Delta, conjures the 

twisting arteries of water as seen perhaps from a satellite. 
Woolsey is also showing at the Caldbeck Gallery in Rockland. John 

Woolsey: Time and Transformation (through November 4) features similar 
work, plus a group of earlier, more realistic landscapes, including some 
lovely pastels and gouaches of blueberry barrens, coastal ledges, and gla-
cial erratics. Together, these shows provide exciting evidence of Woolsey’s 
ever-evolving vision. — Carl Little

Lazy S #1 (Mirrored), 2021, restructured woodcut,  
25½ x 45". Courtesy of the artist.


